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Porch Swing Quilt

• BY TAILORMADE BY DESIGN

• FINISHED SIZE: 57 1/2” x 66”

•  PATTERN AVAILABLE IN SEPTEMBER  2020  
AT WWW.BENARTEX.COM

 

free pattern



* Sew strips together via short ends 
WOF = Width of Fabric     RST = Right sides together

This is a scrappy quilt. You will not use all of your 5" x 5" 
charm pack pieces. If you wish to make it more scrappy you 
can use different fabrics for your diamond column.

The entire quilt is made with HST. Each HST has one light side and one 
medium/dark side. 

Light 5" squares from yardage A, B, C, D, E, F and  
light charm pack squares. 
 - Set aside (16) A 5" squares for the diamond column.
 -  The remainder of the light 5" squares will be used for the scrappy rows.

Medium/dark squares are from your charm pack.  
 -  Choose (8) different 5" squares from your charm packs and set aside  

(2) of each of these for the diamond column.
 -  You will use an additional (83) squares from your charm pack for the 

scrappy rows.

Half Square Triangles (HST)
For best results, sew a scant ¼" seam on diagonal seams.

Diamond Column HST are made using the (16) A 5" 
squares and the (16) 5" squares set aside from your 
charm pack — (2) each (8) different prints.

1. Place (1) A 5" square and (1) charm pack square with 
RST and draw a line diagonally from corner to corner. 
Sew ¼" seam on each side of line. Cut on line and open to 
make (2) HST. 

2. Repeat with remaining A squares and diamond column 
charm pack squares. Label and set these aside so they don't 
get sewn into the scrappy rows.

Scrappy Column HST are made using the remainder of 
the light 5" squares and (83) 5" squares from your charm 
pack. 

3. Place (1) light 5" square and (1) medium/dark charm 5" 
square with RST and draw a line diagonally from corner 
to corner. Sew ¼" seam on each side of line. Cut on line 
and open to make (2) HST. Make (166) HST.

QUILT ASSEMBLY:
Diamond Column
4. Sew (2) of the same HST from step 1 together with light 
triangles in upper left and right corners (refer to diagram). 
Repeat to make (2) sets. 

5. Sew (2) sets from step 4 together 
rotating one to make a diamond set.

6. Repeat steps 4 and 5 with remaining 
HST from step 2 to make (8) diamond sets.

7. Sew diamond sets together from top to bottom to make 
(1) vertical diamond column.

Scrappy Column
8. Sew (2) random HST from  
step 3 together with light  
triangles in upper left corner.  
Make (80) 2HSTsets. 

9. Sew (16) 2HST sets together from top to bottom to make 
(1) vertical scrappy column. Make (5) scrappy columns. 

Sashing
10. Sew (2) A 2" x WOF strips together at the short ends 
to make each sashing strip. Make (5) sashing strips.

SAMPLE      KEY / SKU                   QTY       CUT
4 Charm Packs 
 (2) of each — Attic Window and Cedar Chest 

A Lozenge 1 ¼ yd (3) 5" x WOF strip
 Cream 6924-07  sub-cut (24) 5" squares

   (10) 2" x WOF strip - sashing

B Circle Swirls ¼ yd (1) 5" x WOF strips
 Ecru 6920-77 or FQ sub-cut (8) 5" squares

C Lozenge ¼ yd (1) 5" x WOF strips
 Grey 6924-08 or FQ sub-cut (8) 5" squares

D Circle Swirls ¼ yd (1) 5" x WOF strips
 Grey 6920-08 or FQ sub-cut (8) 5" squares

E Dot Sun ¼ yd (1) 5" x WOF strips
 Cream 6913-07 or FQ sub-cut (8) 5" squares

F Posies ¼ yd (1) 5" x WOF strips
 Cream 6912P-07 or FQ sub-cut (8) 5" squares

G Plaid 7/8 yd (1) 1 ½" x WOF* strips - border  

Khaki 6919-71  (7) 2 ¼" x WOF* strips - binding

PORCH SWING QUILT INSTRUCTIONS:  
Finished Quilt — Size 57 ½" x 66" 
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Note: If this Benartex pattern is included in a kit, any questions about the kit should be addressed to the vendor from whom you bought it. 

QUILT DIAGRAM 
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11. Sew sashing strips and columns in the following order from 
left to right to make quilt top. 

Scrappy Column - Sashing strip
Diamond Column - Sashing strip
Scrappy Column - Sashing strip
Scrappy Column - Sashing strip
Scrappy Column - Sashing strip - Scrappy Column

BORDERS:
12. Sew (2) G 1 ½" x WOF strips together at short ends. Sew to 
left and right side of quilt center. Press and trim even with quilt 
center.

13. Sew (2) G 1 ½" x WOF strips together at short ends, sew to 
top of quilt center. Press and trim even with quilt sides. Sew (1) G 
1 ½" x WOF to the remainder of strip from the top and sew to the 
bottom of quilt center. Press and trim even with quilt sides.

FINISHING:
Cut batting and backing 3" larger than top on all sides. Layer 
backing, batting and top and baste or pin. When quilting is 
completed trim excess batting and backing. Bind as usual.
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